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The Bottom-line:  

 

British children's TV in the 1970's was full of confectionary advertising. One favourite of the more 

macho youngsters, was for a soft chewing toffee called Toffo; its leitmotif was, "A man's gotta do 

what a man's gotta do". And so it is right now in the key global hot spots. Putin's "invasion" of Ukraine, 

Obama's Vietnamesque path in Iraq, the stunning union of Saudi and Iran to replace Maliki and 

stave IS from destroying them all, Abe's new found love of olive branches, even Snowden's path to 

Russian citizenship.  

 

It's Toffo all round, and much for us to chew on in our August GPS. The key "output" of all this has 

been our awaited return of volatility in financial markets (as measured by Gold, 'safe currencies' 

and VIX). This has also resulted in lower equity markets. At last, financial markets are building into 

asset prices that we do not live in a risk-free world, where any potential problem will be washed 

away in the river of Central bank money printing. Indeed, as the US leads the world away from the 

printing press, we see 'risk' measures becoming all the more germane than any time since spring 

2009. Hold on to your seats.... 

 



 

 

 

 

1. Volatility is back! 

 

We've been scratching our heads in recent months as Ukraine and Iraq have seen increased 

risk of contagion, but global financial markets wandered blindly upwards. Would it take a 

Martian Invasion for people to raise risk premia from historic lows?  

 

Putin's tit-for-tat on sanctions suddenly had people pondering where the escalation will end. 

With Iraq, IS successes in winning key waterways in KRG territory (water being a key risk we 

keep discussing), brought President Obama off the fence.  

 

From here, leaving aside military outcomes in Ukraine/Iraq, we believe financial markets, 

particularly equities, remain at risk of ongoing earnings downgrades. The essence of this is that 

with the Western World middle class shattered, no consumption (and therefore investment) 

recovery will be sustainable without ongoing central bank money printing. Western 

multinationals are beholden to their own global shareholders and executive share option 

schemes, and will continue to invest in faster growing Emerging markets and global tax havens 

rather than Western employment.  

 

China is the growth standout. Its central bank balance sheet is now the world's largest (to 

accompany the world's largest economy) and will continue to grow as the Chinese 

government is stuck to the commitment of 7% growth annually, something no other major 

economy's leadership has been dumb enough to commit to. Beijing's challenge is to condition 

its citizens to see that with the West in tatters, 3% growth is still fine, especially if that is focused 

on consumption and higher wages. Brussels and Washington have been masterly at lowering 

expectations for 650m consumers since 2008, without causing social collapse. Beijing still has a 

few things (but only a few) to learn from The West (you can't steal such things from computer 

hard drives). We are writing separately on China's growth challenge. 

 

 

 

2. Ukraine – cornered tigers bite!  

 

Your author has been scratching his head on this one. As we've been writing in recent months, 

if Putin is facing embarrassment on one of his Core Interests, the outcome won't be pretty. To  



 

 

 

 

a degree he has painted himself into a his own corner by using Russian media to get his 

popularity ratings to record levels by standing up for the 'trapped' Russians of Eastern Ukraine . 

He now has to deliver on that protection or he's toast. We see the only outcome that de-

escalates this process as one where Ukraine's President (surely on the steepest learning curve 

in history; what a mandate!) allows Putin to save face by having joint mercy missions, but where 

Ukraine's territorial integrity remains intact. The other solution is the "Czech outcome" we put 

forward at the beginning of this mess. 

 

 

 

3. Iraq: 

 

Saudi and Iran have been running a good back door diplomacy process in Oman, and with 

Obama's input, have come up with Habadi. Maliki made his own noose. We have seen Maliki's 

removal as the key to restraining IS, and we now have a previously unimaginable coalition of 

US, France, UK, Saudi and Iran looking to invest in a United Iraq. We had previously seen Iraq 

Balkanising, but the emergence of IS as an existential threat to both Saudi and Iran has caused 

us to change this view.  

 

IS will not be easy to eradicate. Whilst much of the 'support' in Iraq has been from disaffected 

Sunni's (Habadi's inaugural government choices will be crucial), dealing with Anbar and Syria 

is another matter. Russia and Iran will not sanction the removal of Assad, thus Saudi has no 

incentive to help in Syria, as it now is in Iraq. First things first. More US "advisors"!! 

 

 

 

4. Snowden – not just China’s trillion dollar man: 

 

News that he has been granted a three year visa in Russia, leading to Russian citizenship, 

begins to put a close on the "what does he do next". Only a newly born giraffe can believe 

Snowden's previous witterings that he hadn't divulged NSA programmes against Russia/China. 

A man dangling by a thread over the edge of a building, his friends at the NSA waiting below, 

will have been quite a canary. Doubtless we will read in due course about Russian successes  

 



 

 

 

 

 

in thwarting NATO/US cyber efforts in Ukraine etc. Anyone who didn't read the excellent 

Business Week article on Russia's infiltration of Nasdaq is recommended to do so.... 

 

 

 

 

5. Textbook Toffo from Abe: 

 

Exponents in Langley and at Bilderberg of mass-social psyops will have been mightily impressed 

with Abe's recent efforts. He had a goal, a simple goal; to change Japan's Constitution to 

allow defensive action by JDF forces. This is all part of the 'deal' between the US and core 

partners that as the US retreats as global policeman, others need to step up. Japan needed 

freedom of action, and Constitutional change. And a Chuck Hagel ready to bash China at 

every opportunity (his Shangri-La grandstand was outstandingly expedient). 

 

To shape the Japanese public mentality appropriately, a steady ramping of domestic rhetoric 

about the Red Peril over the other side of the East China Sea, backed up by videos of Chinese 

fighters flying over "Japanese" territory had all the overtones of Bush and Blair pre Iraq. Bravo, 

Mr Abe! Still, even though he got his change through Parliament, 60% of polled Japanese were 

against it (around 20 different polls). It seems Japan's ageing population prefers steady 

decline! 

 

And then what? Olive branches all round. Having spent months of senior Japanese figures 

insulting Korean and Chinese historic sensibilities; once the Constitution change came through, 

we read of 'secret' talks with Korea in Myanmar to aid a thaw, and the same with china, 

presaging a potential summit between Abe and Xi. Abe will miss this year’s visit to Yasukoni, 

and of course, what were we thinking? "Bringing up Comfort Women was never our intention". 

One is reminded of the classic scene in the movie Casablanca where the police chief closes 

the casino, only to take his winnings. Gambling? Terrible!  
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